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ABSTRACT

Potential vorticity diagnosis is applied to study the factors contributing to the decrease of the forward
motion of Typhoon Sinlaku (2002) and is used to evaluate the reason why the operational Aviation (AVN)
model failed to predict this slowdown and had a southward track bias as Sinlaku approached the area offshore
northeastern Taiwan. The analysis indicates that the initial deceleration was mainly associated with the retreat
of the Pacific subtropical high (SH) under the influence of the deepening midlatitude trough (TR). The upper-
level cold-core low (CCL) played only a minor role in impeding Sinlaku from moving northward, while the
continental high (CH) over mainland China strongly steered Sinlaku westward. Because the steering effect
from the above four systems (SH, TR, CCL, and CH) tend to cancel one another out, the subtle interaction
therein makes it difficult to make a precise track forecast. The analyses of the AVN model forecasts show
that overestimating the CH and underestimating the SH are the main causes for the forecast bias. It is believed
that results from this work can provide a useful method to quantitatively determine the key factors affecting
the typhoon track. Such an analysis should be able to guide future observing and modeling strategies to
improve the forecasts of typhoons.

1. Introduction

Typhoons over the western North Pacific often move
westward or northwestward because of the dominating
steering flow associated with the Pacific subtropical high
(SH). However, in some cases during the late season as
typhoons approach about 1308E, typhoons may slow
down, stall, or even recurve because of the weakening
of the SH, as well as the strengthening of the continental
high (CH) over mainland China and/or the presence of
the deep midlatitude baroclinic wave/trough (TR), thus
making the forecast difficult. Sinlaku is a case in point
that illustrates this stalling scenario in which some op-
erational forecasting model tracks [e.g., the National
Centers for Environment Prediction (NCEP) Aviation
(AVN) model tracks as shown in Fig. 1] and a number
of forecasts from the operational centers (see Fig. 4)
failed to predict its slowdown and mistakenly predicted
its southward dip before it approached the area offshore
northeastern Taiwan. As a result, an overwarning was
issued, that is, all government and business activities in
northern Taiwan ceased for one day due to the threat of
Sinlaku, whose associated wind and rainfall did not se-
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riously affect the island of Taiwan (see the satellite im-
ages in Fig. 2).

In this paper the potential vorticity (PV) diagnosis
(Wu and Emanuel 1995a,b; Shapiro 1996; Wu et al.
2000, 2003) is employed to address the following ques-
tions: 1) Why did Sinlaku slow down?; 2) What were
the key factors affecting the slowdown?; and 3) Why
did the operational numerical models (such as AVN)
fail to predict such processes and why did they have a
southward bias? By evaluating the relative contribution
to the steering flow from the individual dynamical sys-
tems, such as the SH over the western North Pacific,
the CH over central China, the upper-layer cold-core
low (CCL) to the east of Sinlaku, and the TR over Korea
(Fig. 3) from both the analysis fields and model fore-
casts, and through our recently proposed quantitative
analysis (Wu et al. 2003) using the piecewise PV in-
version, we can better understand why and how Sinlaku
changed its path. Answers to the above questions can
also provide useful information to help form new ob-
serving and modeling strategies to improve the forecasts
of such types of typhoons.

2. Methodology
a. Concept of the PV inversion

The use of PV for understanding the evolution of the
dynamical system in the atmosphere has been well re-
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FIG. 1. Best track (from CWB) of Typhoon Sinlaku (2002; indicated by the typhoon symbol
for every 6 h) from 1200 UTC 2 Sep to 0000 UTC 8 Sep 2002, and the 96-h forecast tracks of
AVN starting from 1200 UTC 3 Sep 2002 (indicated by the open circles) and from 0000 UTC 4
Sep 2003 (indicated by the closed circles).

FIG. 2. Japanese Geostationary Meteorological Satellite-5 (GMS-5) IR imageries from 0000 UTC 3 Sep to 0000 UTC 8 Sep 2002.
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FIG. 3. Geopotential height (contour interval of 20 gpm; the area with values larger than 5880 gpm is shaded) and
wind at 500 hPa (one full wind barb 5 5 m s21) starting from (a) 1200 UTC 4 Sep to (f ) 0000 UTC 7 Sep. The
instantaneous movement of Sinlaku is indicated by the bold arrow, whose length represents the actual translation
velocity, and the bold circle shows the scale of 5 m s21.

viewed in Hoskins et al. (1985). Its merit is particularly
enhanced with its inversion characteristics. The PV in-
version states that given a distribution of PV, a pre-
scribed balanced condition, and boundary conditions,
the balanced mass and wind fields can be recovered.
Meanwhile, it is shown in Raymond (1992) that the
nonlinear balance is a good approximation to flow fields
even with a high Rossby number. Using the nonlinear
balanced condition (Charney 1955) to invert the Ertel
PV, Davis and Emanuel (1991) and Wu and Emanuel
(1995a,b) were able to quantitatively examine extratrop-
ical cyclogenesis and the steering of tropical cyclones,
individually. Formulated on the p[p 5 Cp(p/p0)k] co-
ordinate and spherical coordinates, the two equations to
be solved are

2 2 2gkp ] F 1 ] C ] F
2q 5 ( f 1 ¹ C) 2

2 2 2[p ]p a cos f ]l]p ]l]p

2 21 ] C ] F
2 , and

2 ]a ]f]p ]f]p
2 ](]C/]l, ]C/]f)

2¹ F 5 = · ( f =C) 1 ,
4 2a cos f ](l, f)

where q represents PV, F represents geopotential height,
C represents streamfunction, a is the earth’s radius, f
is the Coriolis parameter, k 5 Rd/Cp, l is latitude, and
c is longitude. Given the distribution of q, the lateral
boundary of F and C, and the u on the upper and lower
boundaries, the distribution of F and C can be solved.
Therefore, the nondivergent wind and potential tem-
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FIG. 4. The best tracks of Sinlaku from 0600 UTC 29 Aug to 0000 UTC 8 Sep and the official
forecasts from the CWB, JMA (RJTD), and JTWC (PGTW) from 1200 UTC 3 Sep to 0000
UTC 5 Sep 2002.

perature can also be obtained by the following two re-
lations:

]f
V 5 k̂ 3 =C, and u 5 2 .

]p

Another robust strength associated with the PV in-
version is the so-called piecewise PV inversion, that is,
when the flow field is appropriately divided into the
mean and perturbation components, the above equations
can be rederived (Davis 1992) to obtain the balanced
fields associated with each individual PV perturbation.
Such methods provide a succinct approach to understand
how the dynamical systems (PV fields) interact with
each other, and how the tropical cyclone track is affected
by different PV features in the observational data (Wu
and Emanuel 1995a,b; Shapiro 1996, 1999; Wu et al.
2003) and in the modeled atmosphere (Wu and Kurihara
1996).

b. The PV decomposition

Shapiro (1996) devised decomposition by taking the
axisymmetric vortex as the mean field and the rest as
the perturbation and successfully showed that such de-
composition can clearly demonstrate how the environ-
mental perturbation interacts with the tropical cyclone
vortex.

In this research, to understand how Sinlaku was
steered by the perturbation flow fields (such as those
associated with the SH, TR, CCL, and CH), we take
the axisymmetric average relative to the center of Sin-
laku as the mean part and then follow the approach by

Shapiro (1996) and Wu et al. (2003) to perform the
piecewise PV inversion. In other words, we first con-
struct the azimuthal average of the wind field to obtain
the average streamfunction , so that the associatedC
average geopotential height can be derived from the
nonlinear balanced equation,

2 ](]C/]l, ]C/]f)
2 ˆ¹ F 5 = · ( f =C) 1 .0 4 2a cos f ](l, f)

The averaged PV field is then calculated by the fol-
lowing relation:

2 2 2ˆ ˆgkp ] F 1 ] C ] F
2q̂ 5 ( f 1 ¹ C) 2

2 2 2[p ]p a cos f ]l]p ]l]p

2 2 ˆ1 ] C ] F
2 .

2 ]a ]f]p ]f]p

By taking the perturbation field as c9 5 c 2 , f9 5c
f 2 , and q9 5 q 2 q̂, the piecewise PV inversionf̂
can be performed to calculate the balanced flow and
mass fields associated with each PV perturbation.

In this study, to show how the flow field attributed
to different dynamical systems affected the motion of
Sinlaku, the whole PV perturbation (q9) is divided into
several parts, for example, , , , and , whichq9 q9 q9 q9SH CH TR CCL

represents the PV perturbation associated with SH, CH,
TR, and CCL, individually (see relative locations in
Figs. 3 and 5). Meanwhile, indicates the whole PVq9OT

perturbation other than the above four perturbations.
Note that by definition, q9 5 1 1 1q9 q9 q9 q9SH CH TR CCL

1 .q9OT
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FIG. 5. (a) Potential vorticity (contour interval of 0.1 PVU; PV
larger than 0.5 PVU is shaded) and the 975–300-hPa deep-layer-mean
wind (one full wind barb 5 5 m s21); (b) Potential vorticity pertur-
bation (contour interval of 0.1 PVU; the area with positive PV value
is shaded); and the 975–300-hPa deep-layer-mean perturbation wind
(one full wind barb 5 5 m s21) at 0000 UTC 7 Sep 2002. The
definitions of the bold arrow and the circle are as in Fig. 3.

c. Data

The NCEP AVN global analysis (denoted as AVN-
A) and forecasts initialized at 1200 UTC 3 September
(denoted as F0312) and 0000 UTC 4 September 2002
(denoted as F0400) are used for the above PV diagnosis.
The AVN analysis has a resolution of 18 3 18, 181
(meridional direction) 3 360 (zonal direction) grids, and
26 vertical pressure levels. Note that no other opera-
tional forecast model outputs are available to us to con-
duct the same analysis. Nevertheless, we believe that
the data from AVN analyses and forecasts (Aberson
2003) are fairly reliable and suitable for this study.

3. Results

a. Synopsis

Typhoon Sinlaku (2002) formed over the northwest-
ern Pacific on 29 August 2002 (Fig. 1), moved north-
northwestward over the next 2 days, and then moved
due west-northwestward following the steering flow as-
sociated with the Pacific subtropical high. By 0000 UTC

31 August, it had intensified into a moderate-strength
typhoon, moving west-northwestward at a speed of
7 m s21 along the southern edge of the Pacific SH and
remaining at the same course for the next 4 days. After
Sinlaku passed through the longitude of 1308E on 1200
UTC 4 September, its translation speed started to slow
down, decelerating from 5.5 to 3.5 m s21 on 0000 UTC
5 September. The speed further decreased to 2 m s21

on 1200 UTC 5 and 6 September, during which time
Sinlaku exhibited a west-southwestward and then west-
northwestward track. It accelerated after 1800 UTC 6
September, making landfall at Zhejiang of mainland
China on 1200 UTC 7 September, and finally weakened
into a tropical depression.

Typhoon Sinlaku was initially steered by the Pacific
SH; during its decelerating period between 1200 UTC
4 September and 1200 UTC 5 September, the coverage
of the 5880-m geopotential height contours at 500 hPa
retreated from central China to east of 1308E (Figs.
3a,b). On 1200 UTC 5 September (Fig. 3c) Sinlaku was
located at 26.58N, 125.88E, with an upper-level CCL
present near 278N, 1398E, the SH to the east of the CCL,
a midlatitude TR over Korea, and a CH over central
China (Fig. 3c).

The steering flow became quite weak from 0000 to
1200 UTC 6 September because of the complicated con-
figuration of the flow patterns associated with the weak-
ening SH, evolving CCL, strengthening CH, and passing
TR (Figs. 3d,e), thus making it difficult to accurately
estimate the steering flow, not to mention the storm
motion prediction.

Indeed, from 1200 UTC 3 September to 0000 UTC
4 September, as shown in Fig. 4, all official forecasts
from the Central Weather Bureau of Taiwan (CWB),
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA/RJTD), and Joint
Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC/PGTW) predicted that
Sinlaku would turn southward to affect the Taiwan area
when it approached 1258E, that is, consistent with the
southward bias of a number of operational forecast mod-
els (G. Lu, Central Weather Bureau, Taiwan, 2002, per-
sonal communication). In other words, most forecasts
at 1200 UTC 3 September predicted that Sinlaku would
make landfall at northeastern Taiwan within 72 h or later
(i.e., 1200 UTC 6 September). However, Sinlaku did
not make landfall at Taiwan as predicted. It moved
slightly southward for only about 0.48 between 1200
UTC 5 September and 0000 UTC 6 September before
heading west-northwestward to southern mainland Chi-
na. In all, the subtle inaccuracy in track prediction re-
sulted in a huge error in wind and rainfall prediction in
northern Taiwan, and the overwarning of the storm
caused great consternation in Taiwan.

b. PV diagnosis

To highlight the PV features associated with Sinlaku,
SH, CH, TR, and CCL, an example time (0000 UTC 7
September) is chosen to show the PV field (q; Fig. 5a),
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FIG. 6. The time series of the movement of Sinlaku (VBT) and the steering flow (averaged in the inner 38 latitude
between 975 and 300 hPa) associated with the total PV perturbation [VSDLM(q9)], and the PV perturbations of SH
[VSDLM( )], CH [VSDLM ( )], TR [VSDLM( )], and CCL [VSDLM( )], individually. One full wind barb (a flag)q9 q9 q9 q9SH CH TR CCL

represents 1 (5) m s21.

as well as the PV perturbation (q9; Fig. 5b) and the
steering flow (VSDLM), defined as the deep-layer-mean
(975–300 hPa) wind vector (in bold arrow) averaged
over the inner 38 latitude around each storm center (see
Wu et al. 2003).

At 0000 UTC 7 September (Fig. 5a), Sinlaku is lo-
cated in a region of high PV, with maximum PV of
about 1.8 PVU (1 PVU 5 1026 m2 s21 K kg21), while
the SH, CH, TR, and CCL all have their clear individual
PV features, very much consistent with the height field
in Fig. 3f. Based on the partition indicated in section
2, the PV perturbation (q9) and 975–300-hPa deep-layer-
mean perturbation wind fields are shown in Fig. 5b. In
Fig. 5b, the mean PV associated with Sinlaku has been
removed. Therefore, there is no PV signal from Sinlaku.
Figure 5b shows the PV perturbations associated with
the SH, CH, TR, and CCL that are used for piecewise
PV inversion.

1) AVN ANALYSIS

Following Wu et al. (2003), to evaluate the steering
flow due to various PV perturbations, the time series of
the deep-layer-mean steering flows (Fig. 6) associated
with the total [VSDLM(q9)] and each PV perturbation
[VSDLM( ), VSDLM( ), VSDLM( ), VSDLM( ), andq9 q9 q9 q9SH CH TR CCL

VSDLM( )] are compared with the actual movement ofq9OT

Sinlaku [estimated from the 12-h best-track positions,
i.e., VBT 5 (Xt16h 2 X t26h)/12h]. Note that by design
of the piecewise PV inversion, the summation of the
balanced flows associated with , , , , andq9 q9 q9 q9SH CH TR CCL

is identical to the balanced flow associated with q9,q9OT

that is,

V (q9) 5 V (q9 ) 1 V (q9 ) 1 V (q9 )SDLM SDLM SH SDLM CH SDLM TR

1 V (q9 ) 1 V (q9 ).SDLM CCL SDLM OT

The comparison of the balanced flow associated with
each PV perturbation thus provides clear evidence of
how the motion of Sinlaku is affected by the presence
of SH, CH, TR, and CCL.

The comparison of the wind barbs in the lower two
rows in Fig. 6 shows that the balanced flow associated
with the total PV perturbation [VSDLM(q9)] is in general
agreement with the motion of the best track (VBT) during
the course of this study. The error is always less than
about 1 m s21, indicating that the motion of Sinlaku is
well represented by the deep-layer-mean steering wind
field in the AVN analysis based on the PV-inversion
method, and therefore it is valid to use the piecewise
PV inversion to diagnose the impact on the steering flow
from each individual PV perturbation.

To highlight the issues on the factors affecting the
decrease in translation speed of Sinlaku, only the time
period between 1200 UTC 4 September and 0000 UTC
7 September is investigated here. Particular emphasis is
also put on the relative roles the SH, CCL, CH, and TR
play in the steering of Sinlaku based on the piecewise
PV inversion.

It is found in Fig. 6 that the presence of CCL brings
about a persistently weak (,1.5 m s21) southward ad-
vection [VSDLM( )] of Sinlaku from 1200 UTC 4 Sep-q9CCL
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FIG. 7. Geopotential height (contour interval of 20 gpm; the area
larger than 5880 gpm is shaded) and wind at 500 hPa (one full wind
barb 5 5 m s21) of (a) AVN-A at 1200 UTC 4 Sep 2002, (b) 24-h
AVN forecast starting from 1200 UTC 3 Sep 2002 (F0312124h),
and (c) 12-h AVN forecast starting from 0000 UTC 4 Sep 2002
(F0400112h). The definitions of the bold arrow and the circle are
as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 8. Geopotential height (contour interval of 20 gpm; the area
larger than 5880 gpm is shaded) and wind at 500 hPa (one full wind
barb 5 5 m s21) of (a) AVN-A at 1200 UTC 5 Sep 2002, (b) 48-h
AVN forecast starting from 1200 UTC 3 Sep 2002 (F0312148h),
and (c) 36-h AVN forecast starting from 0000 UTC 4 Sep 2002
(F0400136h). The definitions of the bold arrow and the circle are
as in Fig. 3.

tember to 0000 UTC 6 September. As the CCL moves
farther east by the TR after 0600 UTC 6 September, it
is farther away from Sinlaku and has a minor southward
steering effect upon Sinlaku. This result may also help
explain why Sinlaku moves slightly toward the north
after 1200 UTC 6 September (Fig. 1).

During the time period from 4 to 6 September, the
translation speed of Sinlaku keeps decreasing, which is
consistent with the reduction of the northwestward steer-
ing flow [VSDLM( )] associated with the weakening SHq9SH

(cf. Fig. 3), that is, from 8 m s21 at 1200 UTC 4 Sep-
tember to 5 m s21 at 1800 UTC 6 September (Fig. 6).
Meanwhile, as the SH retreats (Fig. 3), the separation

of the SH and Sinlaku by the presence of the CCL is
another factor limiting the influence of the SH on the
motion of Sinlaku.

On the contrary, the steering flow [VSDLM( )] as-q9CH

sociated with (Fig. 6, fourth row from bottom) con-q9CH

stantly and robustly advects Sinlaku southwestward at
about 7 ; 8 m s21. The summation of the steering flow
associated with and provides a west-southwest-q9 q9SH CH

ward motion, which is much larger than the actual mo-
tion of Sinlaku. Apparently there must be some missing
eastward advection effect from other dynamical sys-
tems. Indeed, it is the that provided a strong eastwardq9TR
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FIG. 9. Geopotential height (contour interval of 20 gpm; the area
larger than 5880 gpm is shaded) and wind at 500 hPa (one full wind
barb 5 5 m s21) of (a) AVN-A at 1200 UTC 6 Sep 2002, (b) 72-h
AVN forecast starting from 1200 UTC 3 Sep 2002 (F0312172h),
and (c) 60-h AVN forecast starting from 0000 UTC 4 Sep 2002
(F0400160h). The definitions of the bold arrow and the circle are
as in Fig. 3.

steering flow [VSDLM( )] (Fig. 6, fifth row from bot-q9TR

tom), peaking at 8 m s21 on 0600 UTC 6 September.
The result here strongly suggests that the strengthening
of the eastward steering due to the deepening TR plays
a crucial role in the deceleration of Sinlaku.

Interestingly, the steering flow associated with ,q9SH

, and (Fig. 6, first row from top) is fairly closeq9 q9CH TR

to the actual motion of Sinlaku, indicating their domi-
nant role in affecting the movement of Sinlaku, while

plays a minor role in impeding Sinlaku from mov-q9CCL

ing northward over the early time period. All in all, our
analyses show that, during 1200 UTC 4 September to

1200 UTC 5 September, the slowdown of Sinlaku is
mainly related to the weakening and retreat of the SH
and the approaching deepening midlatitude TR. After
0600 UTC 6 September, as the influence from TR grad-
ually decreases, such an effect on steering flow tends
to be offset by the continuous weakening of SH. There-
fore, CH gradually dominates and leads to the accel-
eration of Sinlaku toward mainland China on 7 Septem-
ber.

2) AVN FORECAST

The comparison of the best track of Sinlaku and two
AVN forecasts, initialized at 1200 UTC 3 September
(F0312) and 0000 UTC 4 September (F0400), respec-
tively, is shown in Fig. 1. It can be found that in F0312,
the model track moderately deviates to the south from
the best track for the first 42 h, then deviates farther
southward, and slows down afterward. In short, the en-
tire forecast from F0312 has a significant southward
bias. For F0400, the model storm moves too fast during
the first 24 h; after that it does capture the slowdown
process, but still deviates too far to the south. To in-
vestigate why the AVN model fails to predict the slow-
down of Sinlaku and falsely predicts the southward dip
of the track (as shown in Fig. 1), in this section the
above PV diagnosis is again applied to the forecast prod-
ucts of both F0312 and F0400.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the comparison of the 500-
hPa geopotential height and wind fields among AVN-
A (Figs. 7a, 8a, and 9a), F0312 (Figs. 7b, 8b, and 9b),
and F0400 (Figs. 7c, 8c, and 9c) at three verification
times (1200 UTC 4, 5, and 6 September, respectively).
In general, the evolution of the TR and CCL in AVN-
A are well captured by the forecasts of F0312 and
F0400. The comparison of Figs. 7a, 7b , and 7c at 1200
UTC 4 September shows that the forecasts from F0312
(Fig. 7b) and F0400 (Fig. 7c) are very much in agree-
ment with the AVN-A (Fig. 7a). However, one day later,
at 1200 UTC 5 September, it is apparent that the fore-
casted CH is too strong and too broad in both F0312
(Fig. 8b) and F0400 (Fig. 8c) as compared to the AVN-
A (Fig. 8a). The overdevelopment of the CH in F0312
and F0400 remains at 1200 UTC 6 September (Figs.
9b,c), while the corresponding SH is weaker in the fore-
casts (Figs. 9b,c) than that in the analysis (Fig. 9a).

The time series of the model’s storm motion vector
and the steering flow associated with each different PV
perturbation are shown in Fig. 10. The comparison of
the motion vector associated with the best track (VBT)
and with the forecasted tracks (VBT2F0312 and VBT2F0400)
clearly shows the southward bias between 0600 UTC 5
September and 1200 UTC 6 September for F0312, and
the slight southward deviation and slower movement
after 1800 UTC 6 September. For F0400, the southward
deviation appears and increases with time after 0000
UTC 6 September.
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FIG. 10. The time series of the model’s storm movement (VBT, VBT2F0312, and VBT2F0400) and the steering flow (averaged
in the inner 38 latitude between 975 and 300 hPa) associated with the total PV perturbation, and the PV perturbations
of SH, CH, TR, and CCL, individually, for the AVN-A, F0312, and F0400. One full wind barb (a flag) represents 1
(5) m s21.

Not surprisingly, because of the accurate forecasts of
TR and CCL in both F0312 and F0400 as mentioned
above (see Fig. 7), the steering flow associated with TR
and CCL (cf. the motion vectors over the top six rows
in Fig. 10) for AVN-A, F0312, and F0400 are nearly
identical.

Nevertheless, comparing the SH and CH fields in
F0312 and AVN-A, it is seen in Fig. 10 that the reduced
(by about 1.5 m s21) southeasterly steering flow asso-
ciated with the weaker SH and the increased (by about
0.5 m s21) northeasterly steering flow associated with
stronger CH together explain why the model track of
F0312 has a consistent southward deviation.

The difference in the SH between F0400 and AVN-
A is less obvious than that between F0312 and AVN-
A. Therefore only a slight difference in steering flow
associated with the SH is found between F0400 and
AVN-A. It appears that the increased (by about 2 m s21)
northeasterly steering flow associated with stronger CH
in F0400 plays an essential role for the southwestward
track bias in the later period.

4. Summary
In this study a potential vorticity diagnosis is applied

to investigate the factors affecting the decrease of the
forward motion of Typhoon Sinlaku and to evaluate why
the operational numerical model (i.e., AVN) failed to
predict this motion and had a southward bias as Sinlaku
approached the offshore northeastern Taiwan. The anal-
ysis attributes the initial deceleration mainly to the re-
treat of the Pacific SH and the influence of the deepening
midlatitude TR. The upper-level CCL played a minor
role in impeding Sinlaku from moving northward, while
the CH over mainland China exerted a strong westward
steering on Sinlaku. Because the steering effect from
the above four systems (SH, TR, CCL, and CH) tend
to cancel one another out, the subtle interaction among
them makes it difficult to make a precise track forecast.
Further analyses of the AVN forecasts show that the
models overestimate the strength of the CH but under-
estimate the strength of SH, thus leading to the south-
ward bias with an additional associated northeasterly
steering flow.
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Over all, the relative steering effect from the SH, TR,
CCL, and CH on typhoon tracks in this area is not to
be taken lightly. The PV diagnosis provides a means to
evaluate all these factors affecting the motion of a trop-
ical cyclone. The analysis does identify that the under-
estimation of the SH and the overestimation of the CH
are the primary factors leading to the southward bias of
the model track in AVN. This result provides a piece
of important information on where the foci should be
in running numerical sensitivity experiments if one
wants to investigate what caused these critical model
errors. The above findings also illustrate the benefit of
running targeting studies to identify flow features that
are important in steering tropical cyclones. For example,
Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs)
replicating a targeting strategy could be evaluated using
the techniques shown here to test the impact of better
initializing particular flow pattern on the forecast of the
cyclone track.

It is our belief this study will shed light on the quan-
titative evaluation of the typhoon track analysis and
forecast and should benefit the typhoon forecast, as well
as the observing (Aberson 2003) and modeling strate-
gies. We are in the process of making such analysis
operational at the Central Weather Bureau in Taiwan
and expect that it would provide some valuable infor-
mation for the typhoon researchers and forecasters. Note
that in this paper more emphasis is put on the impact
of different atmospheric systems on the typhoon motion.
Yet the air–sea interaction may also play some important
roles on the evolution of typhoons, especially when they
move slowly (Lin et al. 2003a,b). This issue may also
need to be addressed in the PV diagnosis through the
impact of the sea surface potential temperature (Huo et
al. 1998).
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